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1. For teachers in grades 4-12: District Expectations for the use of Canvas in April are: 
Create 4 or more (1 or more in grades K-3) Schoolwork assignments, and have 
Discussions for each group. Post weekly lesson plans (in either announcements or 
calendar).

2.For all K-12 teachers: Do you know SeeSaw?. Seesaw is a student-driven digital 
portfolio that empowers students to independently document what they are learning at 
school.  SeeSaw also gives instant notifications to parents on everything the student is 
doing on the app.  Both apps are free in the App Store.  Here is the student app: 
SeeSaw student app and the Parent App: SeeSaw parent app

3. For all students and staff: Do you know Aurasma? Aurasma is an 
augmented-reality app that allows any user to create an augmented-reality 
video for any image.  Think in terms of the movie photographs in the 
Harry Potter movies.  Watch a short tutorial here: Aurasma Tutorial, 
and free in the App Store: Aurasma

4. For all preK-12 teachers: free professional development is being offered by 
the EACS Technology Dept in June and July.  Please choose which session you 
want to attend here on this Google Form: EACS Summer of 2016 PD.   The PD 
sessions will be 3 hours each, with two identical sessions offered for preK-3 
teachers, 2 identical sessions for grades 4-6 teachers, and 2 identical sessions for 
grades 7-12 teachers.  Teachers will receive 3 PGP points for each session they 
attend.  Specific session times and dates are on the Google Form. 

6. Fun technology fact: IBM research in Zurich, Switzerland is experimenting with "electronic 
blood",  a fluid that both powers and cools computer chips.  The technology is modeled on how 
the human brain works, and was first piloted as a concept by NASA in the early 1970s.  Read 
the full article here: http://money.cnn.com/2014/05/06/technology/enterprise/ibm-electronic-
blood/.
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